ABOUT TONIGHT

LoveFriday has been organised in collaboration with The OxHub Student Mentoring Programme.

WATCH

OXFORD PLAYHOUSE’S YOUNG COMPANY
Inspired by the pictures in the Italian Renaissance Gallery, a group from Oxford Playhouse’s 1822 Young Company have responded to the theme of Love as an opportunity to explore the skill of storytelling. They offer a contemporary perspective to the possible stories behind some of the iconic images in the Italian Renaissance Gallery. 16.02 is made up of young people from across Oxfordshire, all aged between 16 and 22. The performers are: Sophie Anderton, Brian Chandrasekar, Jessica Hinckley, Danielle So, Kieron Tufft. Young Company Director is Noble.

COMEDY WITH THE OXFORD IMPS
The Oxford Imps return to LiveFriday performing their fast, tightly-paced improvised comedy.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY SALSA SOCIETY
The Oxford University Salsa Society is a student-run society that provides salsa lessons, inspiration and socials. This evening they will demonstrate two styles, salsa and bachata at short intervals.

LISTEN

ROMANTIC ARIAS FROM OPERA ANYWHERE
Opera Anywhere perform unique versions of operas old and new in unusual locations. This evening they will be taking pop-up soprano, Leonie Cormack-Cook, who will appear in galaxies, reviving LiveFriday with some of opera’s most romantic arias.

VOX-STEADY

The choir VOX-STEADY was launched in 2016 and has become well established in the community, enjoyed by its members for its social atmosphere and satisfying part-singing. Following their performance in the atrium, VOX-STEADY will be hosting an open sing-along session for members of the public.

LOVE STORIES FROM MESOPOTAMIA WITH ZIPANG
The ZIPANG storytellers make a unique contribution to the evening by sharing knowledge about ancient Iraq, passing on by word of mouth the stories of Mesopotamian myths and poetry to those who want to know them.

JAMES WATT

James Watt’s original music is mainly acoustic folk-rock with a little bit of blues thrown in for good measure, drawing inspiration from a range of artists stretching from Ray Charles to The Civil Wars to John Mayer and beyond. Having played a plethora of bars and clubs with his duo back home, he has also built up a range of alluring acoustic covers which he often works into his set. James is currently recording his debut EP “Night Like This,” due for release this autumn.

COMING SOON

EGYPTOMANIA LIVEFRIDAY
Friday 31 October 2014
Visit the roaring twenties and its fascination with Egyptology

DISCOVER

CLASSES FROM THE SCHOOL OF LIFE
The School of Life is a cultural enterprise offering good ideas for everyday life. Based in Central London, they offer a variety of programmes and services concerned with how to live wisely and well. Tonight, three members of their faculty – Brennan Jacoby, David Winter and Susan Quilliam – will lead classes on a range of love-related topics.

ASHMOLEAN LOVE TRAIL
Discover a few hand-picked objects in the collections that offer insights into love through the ages.

TALK ABOUT LOVE SELF-GUIDED TOURS
TalkAbout’s self-guided tours through the museum use conversation prompts to talk about romance while seeing some of the Ashmolean’s best artworks related to love. Take a tour as a couple, or come single and they will pair you up!

BEHIND-THE-SCENES AT THE ASHMOLEAN
The Ashmolean invites you to have an up-close look at a series of objects relating to love and friendship from the Oxford’s Old Masters collection of the Eastern Art Department.

GALLERY TALKS

Join Alex Nachescu, Lyman Gamberton, and Susan Quilliam – will lead classes on a variety of programmes and services concerned with how to live wisely and well. Tonight, three members of their faculty – Brennan Jacoby, David Winter and Susan Quilliam – will lead classes on a range of love-related topics.

CALLIGRAPHY WITH OXFORD UNIVERSITY

Be sure not to miss Michael Beech from Oxford Scribes as he shares his knowledge and technique, demonstrating the different ways to pen the perfect missive.

SPEED DATING WITH DINETOGETHER

For those who have booked in advance online, local organisation DINETOGETHER will be running speed dating sessions in the Cast Court.

Oxford HORN CHOIR

Members of OHC all have one thing in common – their love of playing the French horn. OHC provides a friendly atmosphere for local professionals, amateurs and Oxford University student horn players to explore new horn ensemble repertoire.

OUT OF THE BLUE

Following recent appearances at the Voice Festival UK and Britain’s Got Talent, Oxford’s internationally acclaimed all-male a cappella group will perform popular songs to get everyone in the mood for love.
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WHAT’S ON TONIGHT

All the events tonight are FREE though some spaces have limited capacity. Please arrive early to avoid disappointment.

LISTEN
7.00–7.50pm
Vox-Steady
LG Exploring the Past (1)

HAVE A GO
8.00–8.20pm
Vox Steady Love Song Workshop
LG Contemporary Art (2)

HAVE A GO
7.00–9.30pm
Calligraphy with Oxford Scribes
LG Education Centre

HAVE A GO
7.00–10.30pm
Love Craft with the HLF Skills for the Future Trainees
LG Education Centre

DISCOVER
7.30–8.00 and 8.15–8.45pm
Classes from The School of Life
Brennan Jacoby: How to make Love Last
LG Lecture Theatre

DISCOVER
8.30–9.00 and 9.30–10.00pm
Classes from The School of Life
David Waters: How Necessary is a Relationship?
LG Conservation (4)

LISTEN
7.00–7.20pm
Out of the Blue
Atrium

LISTEN
9.00–9.45pm
Love stories from Mesopotamia with Zipang
LG Lecture Theatre

DISCOVER
7.30–8.25 and 8.30–9.25pm
Speed Dating with Dine Together
G Cast Gallery (14)
Open to visitors with online bookings

LISTEN
9.00–9.20pm
James Watt Acoustic Musician
G Ancient Cyprus (18)

LISTEN
7.00–7.20pm
James Watt Acoustic Musician
G Rome (13)

LISTEN
7.00–7.45pm
Love stories from Mesopotamia with Zipang
LG Lecture Theatre

LISTEN
9.00–9.25 and 10.00–10.25pm
Lizzie Nunnery and Vidar Norheim
2 European Art (44)

LISTEN
7.30–7.50 and 8.30–8.50pm
Medieval Storytelling with Daniel Morden
2 England 400–1600 (41)

DISCOVER
7.00–10.30pm
Gallery talk: ‘Love in the Ramayana, Krishna, and the Gopis’ with Nayan Bedia
1 Mughal India (33)

HAVE A GO
7.00–10.30pm
The Ashmolean Love Tree
1 Asian Crossroads (28)

DISCOVER
7.00–9.00pm
Behind-The-Scenes at The Ashmolean
1 Eastern Art Study Room (off Gallery 29)
This event is not suitable for children under the age of 14

DISCOVER
7.00–10.00pm
TalkAbout Love Self-Guided Tours
1 Islamic Middle East (31)

LISTEN
9.00–9.20pm
James Watt Acoustic Musician
G Ancient Cyprus (18)

LISTEN
7.00–7.20pm
James Watt Acoustic Musician
G Medieval Storytelling

LISTEN
9.00–9.25 and 10.00–10.25pm
Lizzie Nunnery and Vidar Norheim
2 European Art (44)

LISTEN
7.30–7.50 and 8.30–8.50pm
Medieval Storytelling with Daniel Morden
2 England 400–1600 (41)

LISTEN
8.00–9.00pm
Gallery talk: ‘Love, Sex and Tragedy in Japanese Literature and History’ with Lyman Gamberton
2 Japan 1600–1800 (37)

DISCOVER
7.30–8.25 and 8.30–9.25pm
Speed Dating with Dine Together
G Cast Gallery (14)
Open to visitors with online bookings

LISTEN
9.00–9.20pm
James Watt Acoustic Musician
G Ancient Cyprus (18)

LISTEN
7.30–7.50 and 8.30–8.55pm
1622 Oxford Playhouse Young Company
2 Italian Renaissance (43)
Please arrive early to secure your place

WATCH
9.00–9.20 and 10.00–10.20pm
Comedy with The Oxford Imps
2 England 400–1600 (41)

LISTEN
9.00–9.25 and 10.00–10.25pm
Lizzie Nunnery and Vidar Norheim
2 European Art (44)

Find us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram
@AshmoleanMuseum
Don’t forget to share your thoughts and photos on our live wall in the Atrium using #LiveFriday

Please note that all listings are correct at the time of printing but are subject to change

With thanks to all the performers and volunteers for giving their time and talent for the evening. Special thanks to the Oxford Student Mentoring Programme committee: Selena Wisnom, Beatrice Cooke and Alex Wilson.